Align two parts of **Side** along this line. Tape together to form template.

Align two parts of **band** end along this line. Tape together to form template.

**Notes**
Print at 100% scale.
Check 1” test square to ensure correct scale.
Band End
Make (4)

Align two adjacent parts of Band Center along this line. Tape together to form template.

1" for scale

Notes
Print at 100% scale.
Check 1" test square to ensure correct scale.
SKULLY CAP

Make (2)

Band Center

Align two adjacent parts of Band Center along this line. Tape together to form template.

Notes
Print at 100% scale.
Check 1" test square to ensure correct scale.

1" for scale
Align folded edge of fabric for Center along this line.

Center

Cut 2.

Make (2) on fold

Template: Tape together to form Center along this line. Align the parts of.

1” for scale

Notes
Print at 100% scale.
Check 1” test square to ensure correct scale.
Notes
Print at 100% scale.
Check 1” test square to ensure correct scale.

1” for scale